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in its place. Besides being an ecological disaster, this would also

once again for a totally new animation series! Recast in a

mean robbing Marsupilami, his family and the other inhabitants

dynamic new look and bursting with humor, the series

of the jungle of their natural habitat. Felicia Devowert must be

targets kids of today. While youngsters zip off into the

stopped!

jungle for fun with Marsupilami and his new friend Hector,

Produced by Samka Productions and Marsu Productions in co-

parents can rest assured that their children are picking

production with France 3 and in cooperation with ZDF and ZDF

up sound values like ecological awareness, civil courage,

Enterprises, the new adventures of Marsupilami highlight the

and the importance of friendship and loyalty.

series’ core ecological values, which it shares, for example, with

The brand-new series takes us deep into the Palombian rainforest,

the internationally respected WWF. With various websites,

where the Marsupilami is the king of the jungle! Whoever contests

including a WWF-related “Save Palombia!” site, the

his title has to confront the mammal’s tail, the longest and most

producers and creators of “Marsupilami” draw

versatile in the jungle. His new friend is Hector, a super-bright
but super-clumsy kid from London, who’s accompanying his
aunt Diane, a botanist, on a research trip.
Hector is soon having lots of fun with his new friend
“Marsu” and his family. But there’s something rotten
in the state of Palombia: Felicia Devowert!
The eccentric multimillionaire
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plans to raze the jungle and build a super-modern megalopolis

hero hops, leaps and swings onto the small screen

the attention of youngsters in particular to
the dangers of deforestation. The classic
comic-book character is back, and
he’s showing kids of today
that being cool means
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arsupilami is back! The comic-book and animated

living in harmony
with nature!
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